Week 1
DevOps Design and NoSQL
Architecture

IS457 - Advanced Database Management

Outline
‣ Online Materials: https://mentor2code.com/courses/is457/
‣ DevOps Design
‣ What is DevOps?
‣ Continuous Delivery
‣ Example Case - Uber
‣ Docker Basics
‣ NoSQL Architecture

What is DevOps?
‣ The word "DevOps" is a combination of the words "development" and
“operation".
‣ Frustration with the divide between developers and operations personnel.
‣ The DevOps movement has its roots in Agile software development principles.
‣ The Agile Manifesto was written in 2001 by a number of individuals wanting to
improve the then current status quo of system development and find new ways of
working in the software development industry.

Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Agile Manifesto
‣ We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through
this work we have come to value:

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

‣ That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.
Agile Manifesto available at http://agilemanifesto.org

What is DevOps?
‣ The choice of systems: report bugs, handle tasks and bugs and handle
requests for deployment.
‣ DevOps is automation and Continuous Delivery. Simply put, automating
repetitive and tedious tasks leaves more time for human interaction

An example of
a Continuous
Delivery
Pipeline

Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Continuous Delivery Pipeline
‣ The developers (on the far left in the figure) work on their workstations.
They develop code and need many tools to be efficient.
‣ The revision control system is often the heart of the development
environment. The code that forms the organisation's software products is
stored here.
‣ The build server is conceptually simple. It might be seen as a glorified egg
timer that builds your source code at regular intervals or on different
triggers.

Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Continuous Delivery Pipeline
‣ The artefact repository stores the compiled binary when the build server
has verified the quality of the code and compiled it into deliverables. This is
normally not the same as the revision control system.
‣ Package management systems make it easy to install and upgrade a
package; dependencies are installed automatically.
‣ Test environments should normally attempt to be as production-like as is
feasible. Therefore, it is desirable that the they be installed and configured
with the same methods as production servers.

Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Continuous Delivery Pipeline
‣ Staging environments are the last line of test environments. They are
interchangeable with production environments. You install your new releases
on the staging servers, check that everything works, and then swap out your
old production servers.
‣ Ideally release management assumes that the release process is mostly
automatic. This is the dream scenario for people working with DevOps.

Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Possible Issues
‣ Database schema changes.
‣ Test data doesn't match expectations.
‣ Deploys are person dependent, and the person wasn't available.
‣ There is unnecessary red tape associated with propagating changes.
‣ Your changes aren't small and therefore require a lot of work to deploy
safely. This might be because your architecture is basically a monolith.

Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

The Monolithic Scenario
‣ Let's suppose we have a large web application
with many different functions.
‣ We also have a static website inside the
application. The entire web application is
deployed as a single Java EE application
archive.
‣ So, when we need to fix a spelling mistake in
the static website, we need to rebuild the entire
web application archive and deploy it again.
Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Architecture Rules of Thumb
‣ The separation of concerns - The fundamental principle is simply that we
should consider different aspects of a system separately.
‣ The principle of cohesion - the degree to which the elements of a
software module belong together.
‣ Coupling refers to the degree of dependency between two modules.
‣ Systems with high cohesion and low coupling would automatically have
separation of concerns, and vice versa.

Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Difference between Cohesion and Coupling
‣ Cohesion is the indication of the relationship within a module.
‣ Coupling is the indication of the relationships between modules.

Difference Between Cohesion and Coupling
available at https://stackoverflow.com/questions/3085285/difference-between-cohesion-and-coupling

A Practical Example - Three-tier systems
‣ CRUD (create, read, update, and delete) type of
system.
‣ The presentation tier will be a web frontend.
‣ The logic tier is a backend.
‣ The database tier is a database implementation.
‣ From a DevOps point of view, it should be possible
to deploy changes to each of the three layers
separately, which would make it simple to
propagate small changes through the servers.
Verona, J. (2016), Practical DevOps, Packt Publishing Ltd, Birmingham, UK.

Generation 1: The beginning of Big Data at Uber
An overview of our
data architecture
prior to 2014:

Uber’s Big Data Platform: 100+ Petabytes with Minute Latency available at https://eng.uber.com/uber-big-data-platform/

Analytical data warehouse
‣ Focus on aggregating all of Uber’s data in one place as well as streamlining data
access.
‣ Use Vertica as our data warehouse software because of its fast, scalable, and
column-oriented design.
‣ Develop multiple ad hoc ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) jobs that copied data
from different sources (i.e. AWS S3, OLTP databases, service logs, etc.) into
Vertica.
‣ Standardised SQL as the solution’s interface and built an online query service to
accept user queries and submit them to the underlying query engine.
Uber’s Big Data Platform: 100+ Petabytes with Minute Latency available at https://eng.uber.com/uber-big-data-platform/

Analytical data warehouse

Uber’s Big Data Platform: 100+ Petabytes with Minute Latency available at https://eng.uber.com/uber-big-data-platform/

Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration
‣ What happens when you have to migrate hundreds of millions of rows of data and more than
100 services over several weeks while simultaneously keeping Uber running for millions of
riders?
‣ This is the story of how dozens of engineers helped Uber move to Mezzanine in 2014.
‣ In the beginning of 2014, Uber’s trip growth (~20% a month), the solution for storing trips
was going to run out of steam both in terms of storage volume and IOPS by the end
of the year.
‣ Uber launched project Mezzanine as a massive attack to conquer that particular problem.
The target launch date was Halloween (October 31st) which is traditionally a very high-volume
traffic day.
Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine - Background
‣ “monolithic” software architecture with a bunch of app servers and a single
database.
‣ Mainly written in Python and used SQLAlchemy as the ORM-layer to the database.
‣ Evolved into a true service-oriented architecture of close to 100 services in 2014.
‣ The real-time services are responsible for executing active trips and the
backend services handle rider billing, driver payouts, fraud detection,
analytics, city management, etc.

Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine - Background
‣ The big problem is that Uber still relied on a
single PostgreSQL instance to store most of the
data. The pie chart shows how data was
distributed in the database:

Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine - Background
‣ Trip data was taking up the largest percentage, was (and still is) the fastest
growing data, and also contributed to the most IOPS.
‣ Uber use trip data in order to improve services like uberPOOL, provide rider
and driver support, prevent fraud, and develop and test new features like
Suggested Pick-ups in San Francisco.
‣ Project Mezzanine refactored the system so it would look like this:

Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine: The New Trip Store
‣ The first design decision was the choice of database for the trip store. The short
list of requirements were:
‣ Operationally robust (no data loss, supports backup, replication to secondary data centres, easy to
troubleshoot, predictable, operational expertise).
‣ Horizontally scalable both in storage capacity and IOPS.
‣ High write-availability. We always want to be able to persist a trip to stable storage. It’s okay to
trade-off short-term read-availability, as the backend is working mostly in a batch-oriented fashion.
‣ Secondary index support. Trips are looked up by user, city, and summarised in various ways.
‣ No downtime for any operation (expanding storage, backup, adding indexes, adding data, and so
forth).
‣
Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine: The New Trip Store
‣ The last item in the list was addressing a very immediate pain point.
‣ The trips table in PostgreSQL had grown so big that any operation that needed to
add a new column or add a new index caused downtime.
‣ This made it increasingly cumbersome to develop new features.
‣ Solutions:
‣ Schemaless approach where data (JSON blobs).
‣ Horizontal scaling by partitioning the rows across multiple shards.
‣ Sharded datastore on top of MySQL.
Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine - Shemaless
‣ Sharding: The shards are distributed across a number of MySQL servers. Shards can be
moved between MySQL servers.
‣ Append-only (no updates) data model: This is very useful for a system that stores
transactional data and wants to guard against data corruption.
‣ Buffered writes. If the shard where a cell needs to be written to is unavailable (or slow),
we write the data to a pending table in any other available MySQL server.
‣ Sharded secondary indexes: In case we need to change the index (e.g., adding a field),
we can create a new version, backfill it, and then switch to the new version by changing an
index alias, all without application downtime.

Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine: SQLAlchemy to Schemaless
‣ The major milestones in this part of the project were:
‣ Changing trip-ids to trip-UUIDs everywhere.
‣ Column layout for trips in Schemaless (e.g., new trips data model).
‣ Backfilling data from PostgreSQL to Schemaless.
‣ Mirrored writes to PostgreSQL and Schemaless.
‣ Rewriting all queries to work with Schemaless.
‣ Validation, validation, validation, and validation!

Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine: SQLAlchemy to Schemaless
‣ The first task, before Uber could really get started on the migration,
‣ Trip-id to to trip-uuid migration, as the original code depended on an autoincrement PostgreSQL DB identifier.
‣ Several hundred SQL queries needed to be rewritten.
‣ These SQL queries were all in the form of SQLAlchemy Python code, and
consisted of either explicit or indirect queries through model relationships.
‣ These all needed to be rewritten to work on top of the new Schemaless
Query API, which is a much more restricted API that does not support joins
against other tables in PostgreSQL.
Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine: SQLAlchemy to Schemaless
‣ Uber’s goal was to remove all uses of the SQLAlchemy trip model and queries
directly on the Trips table.
‣ The lib/tripstore was implemented with a switch so a query could either go
through PostgreSQL or through Schemaless.

Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Project Mezzanine: Lessons Learned
‣ Use UUIDs: Always use UUIDs for everything. If you start out with integer IDs and you experience large growth, it’s a lot of
tedious work to undo it.
‣ Keep the data layer simple: It must be easy to debug and troubleshoot. Performance metrics are especially valuable.
Relying on the MySQL engine as the low-level storage layer has allowed us to very quickly build a robust system.
‣ There’s a learning curve: The (mental) transition from writing code against a key-value store with limited query-capabilities
as opposed to writing against an ORM or SQL directly takes time to master.
‣ NoSQL is powerful: The column-based approach with sharded indexes puts the performance tradeoffs of the data layer
directly in the programmer’s hands. With the right abstractions, it becomes straightforward to write solutions that not only
scale out in the app-server layer but also in the data layer.
‣ Finish fast: Do the final migration swiftly and quickly. As features are being developed, it’s always a moving target, so you
need to move faster than the rest of the code base.
‣ Trial and error: Don’t expect to get the data model right the first time. Plan for multiple complete and partial backfills.
‣ Uber On! A positive and can-do attitude makes all the difference when pulling off big team efforts like these.
Project Mezzanine: The Great Migration available at https://eng.uber.com/mezzanine-migration/

Generation 1: The beginning of Big Data at Uber
‣ City operations teams (thousands of users): These on-the-ground crews manage and scale
Uber’s transportation network in each market. With our business expanding to new cities, there are
thousands of city operations teams accessing this data on a regular basis to respond to driver-andrider-specific issues.
‣ Data scientists and analysts (hundreds of users): These are the analysts and scientists spread
across different functional groups that need data to help deliver the best possible transportation and
delivery experiences to our users, for instance, when forecasting rider demand to future-proof our
services.
‣ Engineering teams (hundreds of users): Engineers across the company focused on building
automated data applications, such as our Fraud Detection and Driver Onboarding platforms.

Uber’s Big Data Platform: 100+ Petabytes with Minute Latency available at https://eng.uber.com/uber-big-data-platform/

Other Example Cases
‣ สรุปขัน
( ตอนจากประสบการณ์การแยก Monolith เป็ น Microservices ของ Wongnai https://life.wongnai.com/สรุปขัน
( ตอนจากประสบการณ์การแยก-monolith-เป็ นmicroservices-ของ-wongnai-e3ec7a869301
‣ ทําไม Pantip ปิ ดปรับปรุงบ่อย บทเรียน ความเจ็บปวด และคราบนํ( าตาจาก MongoDB http://macroart.net/2013/10/mongodb-lessons-learned-on-pantip/
‣ บันทึกการย ้าย TakeMeTour จาก AWS ไปยัง GCP และ Kubernetes - https://
medium.com/takemetour-engineering/บันทึกการย ้าย-takemetour-จาก-aws-ไปยังgcp-และ-kubernestes-d38f737125d4
‣

Running Databases in Docker at Scale

20K

4K

4K

150K

Running Databases in Docker at Scale | Joakim Recht available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAg_kH49UuY

Docker plays a small but important role
‣ Single host image across all of storage
‣ Different versions of storage engines the same host
‣ Unified build system
‣ Better portability across environments
‣ Colocation of multiple nodes on the same hosts

Running Databases in Docker at Scale | Joakim Recht available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAg_kH49UuY

Docker doesn’t always shine
‣ Bridge networking issues
‣ Stability issues
‣ Upgrades always bring something new that
doesn’t work
‣ Storage drivers in flux
‣ Blocking loggers

Photo from https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/
economics/12152880/Once-again-we-are-powerlessbefore-the-financial-storm.html

‣ Etc.

Running Databases in Docker at Scale | Joakim Recht available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAg_kH49UuY

All the other stuffs
‣ Grail: Infrastructure information
aggregation
‣ Mimir: Advanced database placement

‣ Incremental rollouts
‣ Workflow engine
‣ Rule engine

‣ UIs and command line tooling
‣ Log aggregation
‣ Security and host level access
‣ Git based configuration service

Running Databases in Docker at Scale | Joakim Recht available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAg_kH49UuY

NoSQL vs SQL

Available at https://intellipaat.com/blog/nosql-vs-sql-what-is-better/

Why NoSQL?
‣ Relational databases were not designed to cope with the scale and agility
challenges that face modern applications, nor were they built to take advantage of
the commodity storage and processing power available today.
‣ The emergence of cloud computing has brought deployment and storage costs
down dramatically, but only if data can be spread across multiple servers easily without
disruption.
‣ The need to store unstructured data, such as social media posts.
‣ Agile development methods mean that the database schema needs to change
rapidly as demands evolve.
NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained
Document Databases available at https://www.mongodb.com/document-databases

Why NoSQL?
‣ Developers are working with applications that create massive volumes of new, rapidly changing
data types — structured, semi-structured, unstructured and polymorphic data.
‣ Long gone is the twelve-to-eighteen month waterfall development cycle. Now small teams work
in agile sprints, iterating quickly and pushing code every week or two, some even multiple
times every day.
‣ Applications that once served a finite audience are now delivered as services that must be
always-on, accessible from many different devices and scaled globally to millions of users.
‣ Organisations are now turning to scale-out architectures using open software technologies,
commodity servers and cloud computing instead of large monolithic servers and storage
infrastructure.

‣

NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

MongoDB

https://twitter.com/mongodb/status/1039191654274674690

NoSQL Database Types
‣ Document databases pair each key with a complex data structure known as a document.
Documents can contain many different key-value pairs, or key-array pairs, or even nested documents.
An example is MongoDB.
‣ Graph stores are used to store information about networks of data, such as social connections.
Graph stores include Neo4J and Giraph.
‣ Key-value stores are the simplest NoSQL databases. Every single item in the database is stored as
an attribute name (or 'key'), together with its value. Examples of key-value stores are Riak and
Berkeley DB. Some key-value stores, such as Redis, allow each value to have a type, such as
'integer', which adds functionality.
‣ Wide-column stores such as Cassandra and HBase are optimised for queries over large datasets,
and store columns of data together, instead of rows.
NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

The Benefits of NoSQL
‣ When compared to relational databases, NoSQL databases are more scalable
and provide superior performance, and their data model addresses several issues
that the relational model is not designed to address:
‣ Large volumes of rapidly changing structured, semi-structured, and
unstructured data.
‣ Agile sprints, quick schema iteration, and frequent code pushes.
‣ Object-oriented programming that is easy to use and flexible.
‣ Geographically distributed scale-out architecture instead of expensive,
monolithic architecture.
NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

NoSQL vs. SQL Summary

SQL
Types

One type (SQL database) with
minor variations

Developed in 1970s to deal with
Development
first wave of data storage
History
applications
MySQL, Postgres, Microsoft SQL
Examples
Server, Oracle Database

NoSQL
Many different types including key-value
stores, document databases, wide-column
stores, and graph databases
Developed in late 2000s to deal with limitations
of SQL databases, especially scalability, multistructured data, geo-distribution and agile
development sprints

MongoDB, Cassandra, HBase,
Neo4j

NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

NoSQL vs. SQL Summary

Data Storage
Model

SQL

NoSQL

•Individual records (e.g., 'employees') are stored
as rows in tables, with each column storing a
specific piece of data about that record (e.g.,
'manager,' 'date hired,' etc.), much like a
spreadsheet.
•Related data is stored in separate tables, and
then joined together when more complex queries
are executed. For example, 'offices' might be
stored in one table, and 'employees' in another.
•When a user wants to find the work address of an
employee, the database engine joins the
'employee' and 'office' tables together to get all
the information necessary.

•Varies based on database type.
•For example, key-value stores function
similarly to SQL databases, but have only
two columns ('key' and 'value'), with more
complex information sometimes stored as
BLOBs within the 'value' columns.
•Document databases do away with the
table-and-row model altogether, storing all
relevant data together in single 'document'
in JSON, XML, or another format, which can
nest values hierarchically.

NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

NoSQL vs. SQL Summary

Schemas

SQL

NoSQL

•Structure and data types are fixed
in advance.
•To store information about a new
data item, the entire database
must be altered, during which time
the database must be taken offline.

•Typically dynamic, with some enforcing
data validation rules.
•Applications can add new fields on the
fly, and unlike SQL table rows,
dissimilar data can be stored together
as necessary.
•For some databases (e.g., wide-column
stores), it is somewhat more
challenging to add new fields
dynamically.

NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

NoSQL vs. SQL Summary

SQL

Scaling

NoSQL

•Vertically, meaning a single server
•Horizontally, meaning that to add
must be made increasingly powerful
capacity, a database
in order to deal with increased
administrator can simply add
demand.
more commodity servers or cloud
•It is possible to spread SQL databases
instances.
over many servers, but significant
•The database automatically
additional engineering is generally
spreads
data
across
servers
as
required, and core relational features
necessary.
such as JOINs, referential integrity
and transactions are typically lost.

NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

NoSQL vs. SQL Summary

SQL

NoSQL

Mix of open technologies (e.g.,
Open technologies
Development
Postgres, MySQL) and closed source
Model
(e.g., Oracle Database)
Supports multi- Yes
Mostly no. MongoDB 4.0 and
record ACID
beyond support multi-document
transactions
ACID transactions.
Specific language using Select,
Through object-oriented APIs
Data
Insert, and Update statements, e.g.
Manipulation
SELECT fields FROM table WHERE…
NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

NoSQL vs. SQL Summary

SQL
Can be configured for strong
consistency

Consistency

NoSQL
Depends on product. Some provide
strong consistency (e.g., MongoDB,
with tunable consistency for reads)
whereas others offer eventual
consistency (e.g., Cassandra).

NoSQL Databases Explained available at https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

